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ABSTRACT
A computer model for the withdrawl and buildup of the fluid from 
the pool bounded on the horizontal, rotating, cylindrical surface has been 
developed. For a imcompressible Newtonian fluid, the model is based upon 
the modified SOLA-SURF algorithm to solve the finite-difference form of 
Navier-Stokes equations on primitive variables. A hybird of centered and 
partial donor cell differencings is applied to the momentum convective 
flux. In each time cycle, the cell velocity is adjusted by the pressure 
corrector and iterates to satisfy the equation of continuity. The free 
surface position is approximated by a surface height function derived from 
kinematic equation. The flow field moves under control of constant fluid 
volume. When the bottom boundary is a free surface, it is necessary to 
make good initial guess of the velocities for the newly entered cells.
An example computation predicts the onset velocity of rimming flow 
within 5% of that of an empirical correlation for unsaturated polyester.
It indicates the correlation can be applied to the fluid of medium range 
viscosity. The fluid velocities in the vicinity of rigid boundary are 
close to rotating velocity. Backward velocities occur near the free sur­
face. The transient flow phenomena is qualitatively in agreement with the 
experimental observations. The criterion of constant fluid volume is held 
within 10%. Singularity resulted in the calculation may be an indica­
tion that the assumption of no-slip boundary condition at contact line is 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This study was undertaken to develop a computer model to predict 
the incompressible, viscous, Newtonian fluid in a horizontal cylinder ro­
tating about the major axis, a simulation of reactive rotational molding 
of pipe.
I.A Rotational Reactive Molding
Two types of rotational molding processes are encountered commer­
cially, thermoplastic powder and reactive liquid. The largest quantity of 
product is made with the thermoplastic system. In the powder thermo­
plastic system, the hollow split mold is, at the beginning, charged with 
the ground thermoplastics, e.g., polyethylene. Then, the mold is locked 
close and the powder is heated until it becomes a homogeneous melt, while 
the mold is rotating. The size of ground powder is usually smaller than 
35 mesh, but varied according to material flow properties and product 
shape.
Since the process involves a transient solid-liquid boundary not 
definable by simple function of coordinates and heat transfer is equally 
as important as momentum transfer, it is beyond the scope of this study.
The reactive system is similar with the exception of a viscous liquid being 
used as the charge. It is this system that this work is directed. The 
horizontal cylinder is the geometry encountered when rotational molding of 
reactive liquid system for manufacturing pipe. Thus, the term rotational 
molding will be used in this work to refer to the reactive liquid system 
in the following discussion.
I.A.l Technology
The basic operation of reactive rotational molding includes three 
steps. The schematic diagram of the steps is shown in Fig. 1.
Loading
Materials of up to five components (1, 2) are placed in a
two-piece mold.
a. Resin - Thermosets, e.g., polyester, epoxy, and urethane
b. Curing agent - copolymers containing double bonds, e.g., 
styrene and diallyl phthalate for polyester, and amines for 
epoxy
c. Catalyst (initiator) - Peroxides, e.g., methyl ketone peroxide 
and benzoyl peroxide
d. Promoter (accelerator) - Compounds to reduce the curing time 
at room temperature, e.g., cobalt naphthenate, cobalt octoate 
and p-toluenesulfonic acid
e. Filler - Any material, e.g., glass fiber, cotton, wood flour, 
clay, coloring matter, etc., to enhance physical properties or 
to reduce the cost
C OOL
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In general, the mold is rotated biaxially about its equatorial 
and polar axes. For cylindrical geometries the rotation is limit­
ed to a single axis, the center of the cylinder. The liquid with­
draws from the pool and coats the inner surface of the mold with 
curing undergoing simultaneously. Curing is a free-radical coss- 
linking polymerization, causing resin to change from a liquid to 
solid. This process results in an increase in the viscosity of 
the resin.
During the process, two stages of phenomenal change can be 
recongnized (2).
a. Setting time (Gel time) - From first initiation of free 
radicals to formation of soft gel
b. Maturing time - From a soft gel to the final fully cured 
state
The rotating speed should be set such that the liquid resin uni­
formly coats the entire mold surface within the gel or setting 
time.
Curing is an exothermic reaction. The amount of heat liber­
ated depends upon the type of resin, degree of unsaturation and 
type of copolymer. The heat release rate varies according to tem­
perature, catalyst and promoter. After a physical dimension and 
a chemical system are selected, temperature becomes the only 
process variable. As noted in other polymerization processes, 
curing causes the resin to densify and the part will shrink. 
However, the heat of polymerization raises the temperature and 
stretches the polymer chain. If the temperature goes higher and
4
higher, the polymer chain will extend more and more. On the other 
hand, the curing rate will increase further and cause additional 
shrinkage. Such a condition may cause cracks. A high temperature 
also increases mobility of the fluid. A spotty weakened molding 
may be resulted. Because the mold is rotating, bulky, and en­
closed, it is a difficult task to control the curing temperature 
by its surrounding environment. Frequently, it is the choice of 
chemical system that solves the control problem. The following 
factors are the most important considerations (1, 2):
a. Degree of saturation - The more unsaturation present 
in the polymer, the higher the heat of curing, and the 
greater the shrinkage. A resin with high degree of un­
saturation should cure at low temperature. The catalyst 
should accelerate the reaction at only moderate rate.
When a high temperature and high reaction rate become 
necessary for a highly unsaturated resin, greater ratio 
of filler to resin may be added to absorb the heat and 
reduce the shrinkage so that cracking can be prevented.
b. Size of batch - Resin is a poor conductor of heat. The 
temperature rise will increase as the batch size increases. 
Other than selecting a low temperature and a moderate 
catalyst, it is helpful to adjust the rotating speed so 
that the liquid coats the whole cylinder in a short time. 
This will increase the heat transfer area and help to 
uniformly spread the exotherm.
5
c. Conductivity of mold - A metal mold has much greater 
thermal conductivity than a mold made from plastics. 
Aluminum and copper are most widely used materials for 
mold construction. When a plastic mold is used for 
development work, the mold is usually metalized or the 
plastic impregnated with metalic fillers to increase 
conductivity, and remove heat from the system to the 
surroundings.
3. Unloading
The final part can either be removed from the mold in a hot 
condition or after some cooling. The cooling step lengthens the 
cycle time. However, it provides better dimensional stability and 
improves properties.
I.A.2 Advantages
Rotational molding is primarily intended for the manufacture of 
larger objects usually made of metal and unable to be made by other plastic 
molding operations, e.g., injection molding, blow molding, etc. The advan­
tages of the rotational molding process include (3):
1. Low equipment cost - It does not involve high operating pressure, 
high shear rate or precise metering of materials. The mold and 
tools are relatively low-cost and long-lasting.
2. Low operating cost - It does not involve high energy consumption 
for heating and compression. The scrap loss is minimal.
3. High production flexibility - It is conducive to low volume 
production of large articles. But it can be used to rotomold a 
large number of small items at a time, e.g., vinyl squeeze ear 
syringes. Simultaneous production of various products in one mold
6
is possible. It is easy to change materials and colors.
4. Special product quality - The resulting product has low residual 
molding stress, because no pressure is applied to the resin during 
process.
This study will focus on the fluid mechanics of withdrawal of the 
reactive liquid from the pool before curing starts. The analysis will also 
be limited to uni-axial rotation. The assumption is that extrapolation 
from one dimensional to three dimensional model is applicable in the liquid 
rotational molding as in powder thermoplastics molding (4).
I.B. Flow Phenomena
The flow phenomena of a horizontal rotating cylinder (5) are shown 
in Fig. 2. The process begins with a stationary cylinder with a pool of 
fluid on the bottom of the cylindrical cavity as shown in Fig. 2A. As the 
cylinder is rotated, the fluid adheres to the metal cylinder. Various 
flow regimes will be developed depending upon the angular velocity and 
fluid properties.
1. Withdrawl - At low rpm, a portion of liquid is drawn onto the wall, 
Fig. 2B.
2. Cascading - As rpm increases, the pool keeps moving upward. Some 
of the liquid releases from the wall and falls back to the bottom, 
Fig. 2C.
3. Rimming - Further increasing angular rotational velocity, the 
liquid is carried completely around the cylinder, Fig. 2D.
4. Collapsing - If the angular rotational velocity is decreased signi­
ficantly from rimming velocity to an unstable flow, the fluid is 
again released to fall to the bottom, Fig. 2E.
7
5. Hydrocyst (Disking) - At angular velocity above that of rimming, 
stable thin disks perpendicular to rotating axis are formed. The 
disks may shift and appear at regualr intervals, Fig. 2G. There 
is no evidence up to now that disking occurs in biaxial rotation
(6), nevertheless this is the secondary flow phenomenon to be 
studied and avoided in the process.
6. Solid Body Rotation (SBR) - The angular rotational velocity is 
further increased and makes the liquid uniformly coat the cylinder, 
Fig. 2F.
7. Pool Rotation - If the angular rotational velocity is increased 
rapidly from a stationary condition, the pool will rotate, Fig. 2F. 
There are other secondary fluid flow phenomena that also occur,
e.g., air pumping and air entrainment. Air pumping is a phenomenon where 
an air layer is developed between the pool and the cylinder surface. Air 
entrainment is a phenomenon where air bubbles are encapsulated in the fluid 
layer by physical mixing. These bubbles are well distributed in the liquid.
It should be noted that the primary flow phenomena —  withdrawl, 
cascading, rimming and SBR —  can be found in any fluid. The secondary 
phenomena may be observed only in some fluids with a certain range of 
viscosity. For instance, the collapsing phenomenon happens mostly with 
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Fig. 2 Various flow phenomena for pool starting to rotate from quiescent 
state A
II THEORY
The general forms of continuity and momentum equations are the 
basis of viscous flow in a partially liquid-filled rotating cylinder. To 
analyze these equations coupled with initial and rigid boundary conditions 
has some difficulties (25):
1. The location of the free surface is supposed to be a boundary 
condition, but it is changing and not known a priori.
2. The shape of the free surface has nonlinear effects on the flow.
3. A stress singularity may be resulted at the intersection of free 
surface and rigid boundary.
Therefore, some investigators have directed their efforts to experimental 
examination, which is believed more likely to gain a full understanding of 
the transient process. However, theoretical work is necessary for inter­
preting the experimental results. The following is a summary of both the
experimental and theoretical studies.
II.A. Analysis Of Previous Experimental Data
Progelhof et al. (5-11) analyzed previous experimental results 
(13- 18) and suggested a simple correlation for each flow regime.
For polyester with viscosity in the range of 200 - 7400 centipoise
Cascading: Fr = 0.8 (Re q )m m
Rimming: Fr =1.11 (Re )0*867 (2)m m
Solid Body Rotation: Fr = (2.37 - 0.026^) (Re )0,5 (3)m m
Hydrocyst: Fr = 0.285 (R/b) (Re ) (4)m m
For water-like liquids with viscosity less than 2 centipoise
Cascading: Fr = 243 (Re)0,167 (1 - b/R)41-9 (5)
Rimming: Fr = 160 (Re)0,19 (1 - b/R)21-5 (6)
Collapsing: Fr = 249 (Re)0,062 (1 - b/R)31,4 (7)
9
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2 2where Fr = Froude Number, oa R /gb
2Fr = Modified Froude Number, co R/g m b
Re = Reynolds Number, toRb/9
2Re = Modified Reynolds Number, to b /\) m
b = Average film thickness, cm
2g = Gravitational acceleration, cm/sec
R = Diameter of cylinder, cm
00 = Speed of rotation, radians/sec
2
Kinematic viscosity, cm /sec 
Recently, the interest in secondary flow behaviors has generated 
some data leading to conflicting correlations to describe the hydrocyst 
regime. When free surface effect was excluded, Progelhof et al. (7) 
proposed the following equations:
J = K1 Re < K„ (8a)1 m 3
J = K„ReN Re > K_ (8b)2 m m 3
where J = Jay Number, gb/to»>
K^, K^, , N = constants
For polyester, = 3.51, = 2.35, = 1.5, N=1
The dimensionless group, Jay number, is defined as ratio of gravitational
3 2force (b(*g/ gc) to viscous force (b ^w/gc). Balmer and Wang (18) con­
cluded a complex correlation which was rearranged into the following form 
(8) in contrast with Eqs. 8a and 8b.
J = 2.995 (10-6) Ca3 (l-Vf)-1'216 (1/f>2) . / ( H / f 2) (9)cLUT
where Ca = Capillary Number, Rw^/<r
Vf = Volume fraction of liquid in cylinder
2= Absolute Viscosity, dyne sec/cm
3f = Density, gm/cm
11
S' = Surface tension, dynes/cm
II.B. Solution By Analytical Methods
Phillips (19) analyzed the momentum and continuity equations for 
an inviscid fluid by small perturbation theory. A criterion for stability 
of flow in a horizontal cylinder is found under steady gravity-induced 
disturbance:
W 2R/g > 3/(1 - b/R) (10)
The perturbation approximation is inapplicable under the following three
conditions: (1) the film thickness is very small, (2) the flow is viscosity
controlled, and (3) a wave motion of large amplitude is present. This
criterion is equivalent to collapsing velocity and in agreement with other
experimental data (13 - 15) based on water. Phillip’s stability condition
is shown in Fig. 3.
30
S T A B L E
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Fig. 3. Phillips' stability criterion, 
(experimental data: water)
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Cerro and Scriven (20) numerically solved the continuity and mom­
entum equations for solid body rotation. With the condition of b/R « 1  
(typical in rotational molding), a boundary layer approximation can be 
applied to these equations. Because of the unknown free surface position, 
the computation in a real coordinate system was very sensitive to minor 
changes in the boundary conditions and required considerable iterations to 
obtain the steady state solution.
Ruschak and Scriven (21) analyzed the steady flow as a regular per­
turbation from rigid body rotation. The continuity and momentum equations 
are transformed in terms of stream function and four dimensionless groups 
including Reynolds number, Froude number, Weber number and liquid loading. 
The general solutions is in a form a Bessel functions. Limiting cases are
studied for extreme Reynolds numbers (Re ) and small b/R. The location ofm
thickest film shifts in the upper quadrant on the rising side, as shown in 
Fig. 4. The location of thinnest film is diametrically opposite.
5 i.c
Ct 77/2
Fig. 4 Angular position, 9 (in radians) of thickest film as function
of Reynolds number, Re , in the limit b/R-*"0 when Fr is large.m m
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Greenspan (22) also used perturbation methods to study a variant 
of this problem in which the free surface is replaced by a weightless 
mobile rigid surface. In terms of the Jacobian and stream functions, the 
equation is primarily solved for a rapidly rotating flow with large b/R 
ratio. The onset of instability is compared with Phillips' criterion in 
Fig. 5.
Gans (23) studied the effects of viscosity, nonlinear interaction
and finite cylinder length on flow stability for a large Froude number
2(Fr ) and small Ekman number (E) which is defined as il/uR . His results m
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Fig. 5 Greenspan's stability criterion (solid curve) comparing 
Phillips' criterion (dashed curve).
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Deiber and Cerro (24) transformed the continuity and momentum 
equations to a streamline coordinate system through a modified von Mises 
transformation. Using finite difference scheme, the numerical method is 
able to obtain a steady-state solution. It can predict both film thick­
ness and velocity profile of rimming flow. It proposed also the following 
correlation of solid body rotation (7):
Fr = Re (11)m m
which is different from Eq. 2. When the laminar circular streamline flow 
is broken, e.g., the fluid has a negative azimuthal velocity, the trans­
formation is invalid. This region is defined discontinuous solution 
region which coincides the collapsing velocity. The general results are 
shown in Fig. 6.
R I M M  INO








Fig. 6 Flow regimes of Deiber and Cerro, as funciton of Reynolds and 
Froude numbers.
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Orr and Scriven (25) applied a finite element method to a primi­
tive form, i.e., variables of velocity and pressure, instead of the 
vorticity-stream function system, of the continuity and momentum equations. 
A numerical solution of steady rimming flow which includes surface tension 
is developed. The elements need not have uniform size and shape. The 
Hermite cubic triangular element of Zlamal is chosen. The trial functions 
are cubic polynomials including ten terms of r and 0. To determine the 
location of free surface, the residual in the normal-stress boundary con­
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2Fig. 7 Results of finite-element method, Re^ (R/b ) =1. Illustrating
the effect of increasing gravity on (a) the free-surface location,
(b) the departure of the free-surface azimuthal velocity from
SBR, Vg - Vg,  and (c) the radial velocity at free surface, Vr, at
—  2various angular positions, 0, with g = g/w R = 1/Fr .
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The main drawback of the finite element method is that there is no 
clear indication of optimal combined choice of elements and trial functions.
All of the above mentioned analytical methods start with the contin­
uity and momentum equations. Perturbation methods have proved useful for 
some cases of steady solutions. But numerical methods are capable to handle 
more varieties of the problem. The efforts also have been directed to 
steady state solutions. In the following analysis the transient solution 
will be developed.
Ill FORMULATION 
A transient solution of a viscous liquid flow in a horizontal
rotating cylinder is quite different from a steady rimming flow. Neither
of the two features for steady flow mentioned by Orr and Scriven (25) is 
applicable. Those two features are (1) neither an inflow nor an outflow 
boundary existing and (2) no gas/liquid/solid contact line. The first 
feature avoids the complicated boundary conditions. The second one avoids 
the possibility of a singularity. The flow in this work is idealized by 
assuming the following conditions:
1. The fluid is incompressible and Newtonian.
2. The effect of surface tension is excluded.
3. The cylinder length is infinite. (No end effects are considered).
III.A Differential Equations
momentum equations are the Navier-Stokes equations, which are usually ex­
pressed in vector form:
For a Newtonian, incompressible fluid at constant temperature, the
DlT 1 Yl 2 -*■—  vP + — V u + g (12a)Dt
where
3f = Density, g/cm 
p = Pressure, dyne/cm^
r| = Newtoniam viscosity, g/cm sec
The equation of continuity is
( v - u )  = 0 (13a)
By combining with Eq. 13a, Eq. 12a can be transformed into
au , r- i 1 _ -  , I) 2 -*■ , -+■—  + [ v .  UU j  = -  — VP  +  V U +  g (12b)
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Eq. 12b is the equation of motion that can be derived directly from 
momentum balance. Therefore, its finite difference form retains explicit 
momentum conservation. However, the difference form of Eq. 12a does not 
(34). The principle of momentum conservation allows no internal contribu­
tions to the time rate of momentum change in a space interval. The con­
trast in these two equations can be realized by summing over many cells in 
the difference forms of the one-dimensional equations of Eqs. 12a, and b, 
for example,
(u°-ui)/5t +r ui(ui ^  " u±_ ^  + (p1+}g _ /<*x = 0 (12a')
i>/« + [ <u21hJs - »2iJs) + (P1+>s - P4J l) /p ]  / «  - o (12b')
In the summation form, all the flux terms in Eq. 12b* can be cancelled in 
pairs, while some terms in Eq. 12a' can not. Since the finite difference 
approximation can not calculate space derivatives precisely, it becomes 
necessary to secure a better accuracy of approximation by using Eq. 12b 
instead of Eq. 12a as the starting point for deriving the difference 
equations. In Cartesian coordinates Eq. 12b can be written as
^  + »(uvl + i ^ i w I = .jlE + , r A + a ! u + 2 fu ] + 8  (
■at ax ay  a z ax L ax2 ay2 az2 1
23L + M  + M  + ̂ = .!E + j f ! ? I  + i + » j r 1 + L  (12ds 
at a x ay az ay ‘■ax2 ayz az2 ̂
2 2 2aw -a(wu) a(wv) a(ww) _ ap . r a w  a w  aw-. g_ , *
at a x  a y  az az *■ ax2 -ay2 az2 ■*
The continuity equation is also expressed in Cartesian coordinates, as
au | av | z>w ̂  Q (13)
ax ay az
where u = X-direction velocity, cm/sec
v = Y-direction velocity, cm/sec
w = Z-direction velocity, cm/sec
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-  2 2 p = Ratio of pressure to density, p/f , cm /sec
2^ = Kinematic viscosity, H/f , cm /sec
g > g > 8 = Gravitational acceleration in X, Y, Zx y z
2direction, respectively, cm/sec 
Consider an infinitely long cylinder of radius R rotating around 
its Z axis (Fig. 8). Under this assumption the fluid will have no velo­
city component or functionality in the Z direction. Thus, 3-dimensional 
equations are simplified to a 2-dimensional system by eliminating all 
the z terms.
2 2au a(uu) | a(uv) = _  a£ + , r 3_u a_u -i+ g (14a)
at Sx ay ax *■ a x2 a y2j
2 2av + a(vu) + a(w) = _ a£ + . r a_v + a_v_ i , g (14b)
at ax ay ay ‘■ax2 ay2 ‘
au [ av _ q (15)
ax ay
These equations with initial and boundary conditions have not as yet been 
solved analytically. The numerical approximation methods, e.g., finite 
difference, can provide a practical solution.
Fig. 8 Cartesian coordinates for a rotational cylinder.
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III.B Finite Difference Method
The finite difference method is based upon elementary representa­
tions of the derivatives of a smooth function in terms of appropriate dif­
ference quotients (26). The Taylor series expansion is the basis of the 
approximation. For example, a function of two independent variables is 
expanded as:
u( x +Ax,y + Ay) = u(x,y) + 3u(x,y) A x  + au(x,y) A y
6>x ay
2 2 2 2 2 + a u(x,y) A x  + a u(x,y) A  x A y  + a u(x,y) Ay
" T a x *  a x a y  2 a y 2
+ 0 ( jAx[3 +]Ay|3) (16)
3 3where 0( |^x| +|Ay| ) = Reminder of third order of magnitude
The first partial derivatives au/ax and a u / a y  are obtained by
setting A y  = 0 and Ax = 0, respectively.
?u_(x,jl  = u(x +Ax, y) - u(x,y) + (
ax A x
= .^^-±.^x)-.-..u..(^y.) + 0(Ay) (17b)
The difference approximation shown above is between the forward point and 
the original point. These representations of the derivative are referred 
to as forward differencing. The approximation can also be derived from 
backward differencing in which the Taylor expansion is given by
u<* -Ax,y - Ay) - u(x,y> - S ^ l i A *  . I S ^ A y
+ a W j r i A x 2 + »2u(x,y)
2 ax* a xay J
+ + °< lA *l3 + lA yl3)
Then, the first derivatives are obtained by setting Ay  = 0 or A x  = 0.
(18)
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gu feiz l = ilOsjJ - + 0 (Ax) (19a)■ax A x
?.uCx.,y.) 0 u ( x , y )  - u ( x , y  - Ay)  + (19b)
d y  Ay
If Eq. 16 and Eq. 18 are added and Ay = 0 or Ax = 0 is set, the
second derivatives are found
2a u(x,y) = u(x +Ax,y) - 2u(x,y) + u(x -Ax,y) + Q /A x 2n (20a) 
a x® A x  2
a2u(x,y) = u(x,y + A y) - 2u(x,y) + u(x,y - Ay) Q , 2. (20b)
a y 2 A y 2 \ y )
However, if combining Eqs. 16 and 18 without setting a x or Ay equal to
2zero, the expression of mixed derivative a u/axay will yield
A x  Ay = h [u(x + Ax,y + Ay) + u(x - Ax,y - Ay) - 2u(x,y)
0 0 0 O / i
- » u ( x , y )  A x  - •» u ( x , y )  Ay ]+ 0 ( A x  + A y  ) (21)
a x 2 a y 2
Because the result of adding two Taylor expansions
2 2u(x +Ax,y - Ay) + u(x -Ax,y +Ay) = 2u(x,y) + a u(x,y) A x
a  x 2
0 0 0 I t+ a u ( x , y )  Ay  - 2 t u ( x , y )  A x  Ay + 0 ( A x  +.Ay ) (22)
a y 2, axay




  f u(x + Ax,y+Ay) + u(x -Ax,y -Ay)
0 o
-  u (x +  A x , y  -  Ay) -  u (x - A x , y  + A y ) ] +  0 ( A x  +  A y  ) (23a)
Eqs. 20a, 20b and 23a are refered to as central differencing. The first 
derivatives can also be expressed by central differencing technique by 
combining Eqs. 16 and 18.
. U(x + a Y 2 x~ U(X ~ A * ’y> + o (Ax2) (24a)
,  u ( x , y  + A ^ y ) -  -  a A  +  Q ( A y 2} ( 2 4 b )
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When executing numerical computations, it is necessary to define a 
notation such that the individual mesh points are indiced. The lattice of 
mesh points used in this work is shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9.
Lattice of mesh points AY A X
i-i (X,Y)
The finite difference approximation of derivatives, Eqs. 17a, b, 19a, b,
20a, b, 23a and 24a, b yield the following expressions
(au/?x). . = [ u(i+l, j ) - u (i, j ) ] /Sx (17c)
1 9 J
(au/ay)i^  = [u(i,j + 1) - u(i,j)] /sy (17d)
(su/ax), = [u(i,j) - u(i-l,j) ] /sx (19c)
1 9 J
(du/-»y)i = [u(i,j) - u(i,j - 1)] /sy (19d)
(■a2 u/ax2)i j = [ u(i + l,j) - 2u(i,j) + u(i - l,j) ] /sx2 (20c)
(a2 u/ay2)ijj = [u(i,j + 1) - 2u(i,j) + u(i,j - 1) ] /sy2 (20d)
(a2u/7>xay)1 j = [u(i + l,j + 1) + u(i - l,j - 1)
- u(i + 1, j -1) - u(i - 1, j + l)]/4sxsy (23b)
(au/ax)±>j = [ u(i + 1, j) - u(i - 1, j)] /2sx (24c)
(au/ay)±}j = [u(i,j + 1) - u(i,j - 1)] /2Sy (24d)
The indices will be written in the form of subscripts in the following 
discussion.
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III.C Partial Donor Cell Formula
Following the conventional layout of variables and indices as 
shown in Fig. 10, there are at least three types of expressions that can 





where oi = i 1 
1 >^>-1
ui ■ <ui - h + ui + h)n
ui ' (ui - h u Y*ui + V
u± = [(1 +*) _ h + (1 - 4 )u± + h ] /2 
Complete Donor 
Partial Donor
Fig. 10. Conventional 
layout of variables and 
indices in the mesh.
The centered difference type has less truncation error, compared with the 
donor difference type, but has tendency to be numerically unstable. The 
ZIP technique is more accurate than the donor difference type and has 
better stability than the centered difference method. The donor approxi­
mation has the best stability, but the magnitude can be excessive and 
cause error, e.g., for flow at high Reynolds numbers. The transient 
fluid motion occuring in rotational molding has two characteristics.
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First, it's a low Reynolds number flow and, secondly, it starts with a 
violent initiation in the early stage. This becomes a special circum­
stance to suit the donor cell flux. The partial donor cell formula 
providing a flexible combination of stability and accuracy is the choice 
for approximating the derivatives.
Ill.D Difference Equations (28)
The cross-section of cylinder is divided into rectangular cells of 
width fix and height &y (Fig. 11). The fictitious boundary cells (shaded 
area) are added to each side of the region to facilitate the computation. 
Since the fractional indices as shown in Fig. 10 are not allowed in a 
Fortran program, the indexing in Fig. 11 is written in the actual code.
The density is assumed constant and, therefore, is lumped into the gravi- 
tatational and viscosity terms. The pressure term is placed at the cell 
center. The velocity u(i,j) is in the middle of right side of the cell, 
and v(i,j) is at the middle of the top side, Fig. 12.
J  MA X
2
J = l
i = ! 2 3  4 I MAX
Fig. 11. Mesh indexing.
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By the partial donor cell differencing method, Eqs. 14a, b and 15 
are approximated by the finite difference forms:
ui,j = ui,j ~ St t (pi+l,j " Pi,j)/Sx " 8x + ̂  + ^  ~ VISTJl(25a>
Vi,j = Vi,j ~ 6t f(pi,j+l " Pi,j)/5y " 8y + UVX + VVY - VISV] (25b)
(u?,j " V?-l,j)/5X + (v?,j " V£,j-l)/&y = ° (26)
where the momentum convective and viscous fluxes are approximated by
UUX = »uu/ax=[(ui - + ui+1 .) +
- lui,j + "i+1,3 1 (ui,j - "i+l.j’ - + " i , /
“ ' K - l . j  + “i.3 1 <ui-l,j - (27a)
UVY = auv/ay = [(vitj + <«*,., + »1>j+1)
♦"‘K j  + vi+l,j I <ui,) ' “i.J+P - (vi,3-l + *
(ui,3-l + “i.j5 ' 01 + V1+1,J- 1 1 (ul,j-l ' <27b>
VISU - * (l>2u/“lt2 + “ ■J [(ui+l,j - 2“i,j + Ui-L,j)/Sx2
+ (ui,3+l • 2ui,j + ui,j-l)/s22 3 (27c>




,U/JH ? " ■ > ' , 






Fig. 12. Locations of cell variables in a mesh.
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UVX - W » x  + uljj+1) (v1;j + v1+ljJ)
+ “i j + l 1 <Vi,j - Vi+l,j) - + *
+ v i,J) - - K - l . j  + u i-l,j+ll
W Y  - , w / , y  - [(v1>a + v1j:]+1)2 + l l v 1(J + viij+1lx
(vi,j - vi,3+l) - + vi , /  - + vi,j|x
(V1 ,J-1 ' <27e>
VISV = 9 (a2v/sx2 + a2v/ay2) =  ̂[Cv . - 2v. . + v .)/sx2i+l,j ifJ i-1> J
+ (vl,j+I - 2vi,3 + vi,3-l)/sy2 1 <27f)
The superscripts in the equations denote a new time level, i.e., at time 
(n+l)$t. The terms with no superscript are at the old time level, i.e., 
at time nfit. The coefficient o/ has a value from 0 to 1. The details of 
deriving Eqs 25a, b and 26 are included in Appendix I.
IV COMPUTER MODEL 
The numerical model is based on SOLA-SURF algorithm (28), which is 
a simplified Marker-and-Cell (MAC) method (29). The MAC method was the 
first technique to use pressure and velocity as the primary variables to 
treat problems involving free surface. The method defines the field vari­
ables in an Eulerian mesh of calculational cells as shown in Fig. 12. The 
method uses weightless marker particles to specify the free surface. The 
pressure boundary condition is applied at the cell centers. In the later 
versions of the MAC method, the crude approximation of pressure is improved 
by satisfying the free surface stress conditions more accurately and in 
applying the pressure at the actual locations instead of cell centers
(30). The marker particles can also be eliminated. The SOLA-SURF code 
includes both improvements. However, it is not directly applicable to the 
rotational molding geometry because of the following reasons:
1. The code is written in Eulerian concept of a fluid moving through 
a stationary network of cells, while a rotational cylinder may be 
better represented by a Lagrangian system, in which the fluid is 
covered by a mesh of cells whose vertices move with the fluid.
Since the Eulerian technique is most useful for problems involving 
large fluid distortion, this study will modify the SOLA-SURF code, 
but keep this advantage for a moving mesh of cells.
2. The code is for uni-directional flow. In a rotational cylinder,
the fluid moves along the wall. The flow field will be treated as
the combination of two uni-directional flows.
3. The code is for a confined free surface with no advancing front,
but on the contrary, the present problem is characterized by the
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expansion of fluid covered area. Initial conditions have to be 
defined for each newly entered call.
4. Although cylindrical coordinates can be used in this code and
makes the mathematics easier for the cells in the cylinder, it is 
not suitable physically for this transient problem. The cell size 
in cylindrical coordinate system varies, smaller for those cells 
near the center of the cylinder and lager for those cells near the 
wall. This is advantageous to the calculation of the free surface 
because of smaller cells. But the larger cell area is where the 
advancing front of fluid is entering. The large cell can not meet
the requirement of high accuracy. Therefore, a Cartesian coordin­
ates is used and, consequently, it is necessary to define the curve 
boundary.
The major considerations of modeling the Eqs. 25a, b and 26, 
including iteration procedure, initial conditions, boundary conditions and 
numerical stability, are discussed in the following sections.
IV.A Rigid Surface Location and Slope
The cell size is uniform throughout the whole cross-section area 
of the cylinder. The cells at a rigid boundary are partially inside the 
cylinder and partially outside. A criterion is necessary to determine if 
a specific boundary cell is "inside" the cylinder. When a boundary cell 
is considered "outside" the cylinder, it becomes the fictitious cell as 
shown in Fig. 11. In this calculation, if the inside fraction of the
total cell area is greater than or equal to h, it is flagged "inside"
(31). To calculate the inside area, a straight line (dotted line) con­
necting intersections of curve and Y-division lines is used in place on 
the curve boundary as shown in Fig. 13. The area of trapezoid GHED
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approximates the bottom cell area at X = i + 1, and FGDC the bottom cell 
area at X = i. Both have an area greater than a quarter of the uniform 
cell area sx&y. Hence, both cells (i,j) and (i + l,j) are considered 
"inside" the boundary. The BFC area is smaller than axfcy/4 and, there­
fore, the cell (i - l,j) is not inside the boundary. The bottom cell at
X = i - 1 can be found to be (i - 1, j + 1).
For a curved boundary, the fictitious cells are not outside a rec­
tangle as shown in Fig. 11. Some of the fictitious cells may be at j = 1.
Some may be at j = 2 ,  3, 4, etc. Likewise, they are not limited to i = 1
and IMAX. But every fictitious cell is, by definition, immediately next, 
to the boundary cell.
At each boundary cell, the velocity of the boundary surface is 
known. This velocity vector can be viewed as a combination of the two 










Fig. 13. Approximation of curved boundary.
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equations.
BU^ = AS cos (tan * SLOB^)
BV1 = AS sin (tan-1 SLOB±)
where BU = u velocity at boundary, cm/sec 
BV = v velocity at boundary, cm/sec 
AS = Rotating velocity, cm/sec
SLOB = Tangential slope at boundary
The SOLA-SURF algorithm is restricted to the cells with slopes of 
the surface equal to or less than the aspect ratio of cell (sy/sx). If 
the slope is greater than the aspect ratio, the simple boundary conditions 
for the free surface in sec. IV.F.l will not be applicable. The simple 
forms for approximating the free surface location in sec. IV.D will in­
volve too much error. In a cylinder, it is predictable that the slope of 
free surface will increase rapidly as the cells approach either the left 
or right side boundary. This may be due to the steep slope of the rigid
surface at both side boundaries. Therefore, an i column is excluded from
the "inside" of cylinder if its rigid surface has a slope greater than 
6y/6 x. This exclusion should not distort the general picture of cylinder. 
A 5% or less exclusion of the total area would be acceptable. Both the 
calculations of surface location and slope are outlined in Appendix II.
IV.B Sign Convention
The cylinder is divided into two parts: lower and upper halves. 
Since the i-indexing is following the direction of rotation, the indexing 
is from left to right for the lower half of the cylinder and right to left 
for the upper half of the cylinder if the rotation is counter-clockwise. 
U-velocity is positive (+) when it is following the indexing direction and
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negative (-) when counter to the direction. Th j-indexing is from bottom
to the top. Both halves have the same indices. V-velocity is positive
when it is upward and negative when it is downward. The gravitational
constants g and g also have the same convention as u- and v-velocities. x y
Hence, g^ being downward for all of the time has a negative sign. Fig. 14a 
shows these conventions. When a cell is involved in calculations of both 
halves, three points should be noted. First, it will have two i-indices,
one for the lower half and another for the upper. Second, the u-velocity
will have different signs: namely, positive for the lower half and nega­
tive for the upper, or vice verse. Third, the placing of u-velocity in 
the upper half is different from in the lower half because of the differ­
ence in rotation directions as shown in Fig. 14b.
L - ML U i = M R U
(a)




i i , j )  -  l o w e r  
( t o .  j u )  -  u p p e r
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IV.C Velocity Iteration
The velocity iteration procedure in SOLA-SURF is adopted in this 
model. In every time cycle, the velocities of each cell is predicted from 
Eqs. 25a, b. These predictions probably will not satisfy Eq. 26. The dis­
crepancy is defined by
D " (ui,j ~ ui-i,j)/4x + (vi,j ■ vi,j-i)/sy (28)
When absolute value of D is less than a specified value called tolerance,
the iteration is terminated for that time cycle. Otherwise, the pressure
is adjusted proportional to the discripancy.
&p = -D/(26t/sx^ + 28t/ty3) (29)
A new set of velocities is calculated according to the following equations:
u. . = u. . + 8pst/6x (30a)
u ^ j  j = U j ^  j - 6pst/sx (30b)
v . = v. . + fipst/fey (30c)
1 i J 1 i J
vi,j-i = vi,j-i ood)
Returning to Eq. 28 for convergency check, these new predictions start a
new iteration. This procedure repeats until D tolerance is satisfied in 
every cell of the network. A new time cycle will, then, start. The deri­
vations of Eqs. 29 and 30a - d are described in Apprendix III.
It should be noted that Eq. 29 is applicable only to cells at in­
terior mesh points. For cells at the free surface or a rigid boundary, 
the following equations are used:
Top Free Surface
Sp = (1 - ’rlT)P1 >:jT_1 “ 3̂1a)
where = Sy/f^ - (jT - 2.5)fcy]
jT = Y - index of top cell
= height of top surface from mesh baseline
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Bottom Free Surface
£P - (1 - V Pi,jB+l - Pi,jE (31b)
where fjB = Sy/[(jB - o.5)$y - HB^]
jB = Y - index of bottom cell
HB^ = height of bottom surface from mesh baseline
Top Rigid Surface
5P ■ K . j T - l  - (ui,jT + “i-l.JT* (Hi+l ' HBi-l)/4ix
a n
- * T (û , - u ^  jT)6y/sx]/[(1 + 2 Sy /sx )st/sy] (31c)
where > T = (jT - 2) - H^/ay
Bottom Rigid Surface
5P - (ui,jB + Ui-l,jB) (HBi+l ‘ HBi - l W ‘x
- * B + 2>B sy2/Bx2)£t/6y] (31d)
where = (jB - 1) - HB./fiyB i
The derivations in details of Eqs. 31a - d are explained in Appendix IV. 
IV.D Free Surface Position
After the velocity field converges in every cell, a time cycle is 
concluded with a set of new free surface positions. The movement of free 
surface can be calculated according to the kinematic equations, which in­
volve velocities and surface slope. The velocities u(i,j) and v(i,j) for 
a particular cell are assumed applying to the center of the surface, 0 .
The particle at 0 moves to an arbitrary point D during the time period t, 
as shown in Fig. 15(a). Paralleling to the orginial surface, a line CD is 
drawn as shown in Fig. 15(b). The net displacement of the free surface is 
from 0 to C. By a geometrical relationship,
0C = ED = AD - AE 
= OB - OA (AH/fix)
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That is equivalent to
= v S t - uU(aH/sx) (32)
where u,v = mid-surface velocities
Eq. 32 is expressed in finite difference form to obtain the equation for 
top free surface.
Hi H± + *t {- [(ui j T + ui_i Ĥi+1 ~ Hi-P
+ Ui-1J T I (Hi+ l ' 2Hi + Hi-i)l/^x
+ X T Vi,jT + (1 " Vi,jT-1 } (33a)
where t = weight of partial donor cells
A T = ratio of liquid height to Sy 
Similarly, the equation for bottom free surface is
HB° - HBj + 6t{-[(uljjB + Ul_lj3B) (HB±+1 - H B ^ )
- * K . j B  + U1-1,JbI<HB1+ 1 - 2HBi +
+ (1 A-b) ''ijj + > B } 3̂3b^
where = rat*° °f void height to Sy
The derivation of Eqs. 33a, b are described in Appendix V.
0 ust
C b )
Fig. 15 Kinematic equation for free surface location
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IV. E Initial Conditions
The initial conditions includes (1) the top free surface before 
the cylinder rotation is started, (2) the velocities and pressures at the 
moment the cylinder is starting to rotate, and (3) the velocities and 
pressures for the newly entered cells.
IV.E.l Initial Top Free Surface
The location of the initial top free surface can be specified by
either the most left or the most right contact point of the surface with
the wall. For example, in Fig. 16(a), the distance of the most left
point from i = 0 is
TX = AR -[ AR2 - (AR - FLHT)2]^ (34)
where AR = radius of cylinder, cm
FLHT = initial fluid height in the cylinder, cm
Since this algorithm is inapplicable to the i column of which the thickness 
of liquid layer is limited in one single cell, e.g., columns i^ and i  ̂ in 
Fig. 16(b). The most left column for calculation, IL, may not be exactly 




Fig. 16 Initial top free surface.
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IV.E.2 Initial Velocities and Pressures
When the cylinder starts to rotate, it is assumed that only the 
cells at the boundary layer move. Accordingly,
Ui,jB ' BUi (35a)
vlijB " BV± (35b)
The velocities at all other cells are assumed to be zero.
However, every cell filled with liquid completely or partially
should have a pressure value. The initial pressure is the hydrostatic
pressure.
P±j  ° “ gy [ H ± - (j - 1.5)*y] (35c)
IV.E.3 Initial Conditions for Newly Entered Cells
After the new free surface is calculated by Eq. 33b for the upper 
half, velocities and pressure have to be assumed for these newly entered 
cells so that the new velocities can be predicted from Eqs. 25a, b in the 
next time cycle.
u±,j ’ (ui+i,i + “i-i.j + ui,j+i + ui,j-i) A  (37a)
Vi,j - + +  ’'i.j+l + <37b)
Pi}j = gy [ a  - 1.5)sy - HB1] (38)
When the calculation is in the lower half, these initial conditions are
optional. The velocity iteration is able to converge with the assumption
of zero pressures and zero velocities at the newly entered cells.
IV.E.4 Initial Conditions for Newly Entered Column
The assumed velocities in newly entered columns of cells are
2nd and 4th quardrants:
“i,j * “i-1,3 (39a>
vi,j = vi-l,j (39b>
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1st and 3rd quardrants:
Ui,j = 2ui-l,jl " Ui-2 ,j2 (40a)
Vi,j = 2vi-l,j1 ' Vi-2 ,j2 (40b)
where jl and j2 have the same distance to the top rigid surface in i-1
and i-2 columns, respectively, as j in i column. Fig. 17 illustrates the 
relations among j, jl and j2. The pressures in the new column are calcu­
lated by Eqs. 36 and 38.
Fig. 17 Relative positions 
of j , jl and j2 .
(i, j)
IV.F Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions include velocities at the boundary cells, 
the fictitious cells and the empty cells surrounding the free surface. A 
no-slip boundary condition can be applied to force the tangential veloci­
ties of the fluid at the walls to be identical to the rotational velocity 
at the walls. For a free surface, the continuative boundary condition 
will make the adjacent cell outside the fluid to have the same velocities 
as the cell inside the fluid.
IV.F .1 Free Surface
During the propagation of fluid movement, the image cells (i-l,j) 





For both top and bottom free surfaces, the fluid rarely occupies a full
surface cell. Thus, v velocities can be calculated from the continuity
equation.
Top Free Surface
v. . = v . - (u - u ,)sy/5 x (4:i» j i»J i 1 »3




ins ide f l “ lcL
3 <U-i+t.j
y-U:‘-I.J
i n s i d e  o u t s i d e  
f l u i d
(B) (b) C O
Fig. 18. Free surface boundary conditions (a) Eqs. 41a, b
(b) Eqs. 42a, b, (c) Eqs. 43a, b.
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IV.F.2 Rigid Boundary
After excluding some cells from the calculation scheme as discussed 
in sec. IV.A, the cylinder is no longer complete circular, but a circular 
segment with two vertical flat portions on its right and left hand sides.
It now becomes necessary to assume a rotating film occuping no space in­
side the wall and to make the cylinder stationary. This rotating film 
replaces the rotational cylinder. A Lagrangian system, thus, can be 
treated as a Eulerian system. Then, the horizontal velocities at the 
most right column for lower half and the most left column for upper half 
are zero. This forces the liquid to stop at the vertical walls. The 
vertical velocities may be assumed equal to the rotating speed of the 
cylinder.
Lower half:
Um r .j - 0 (44a)
VMR,j = AS <44b>
Upper half:
"mLU.J “ 0 W5a>
VMLU, j “ -AS (45b>
where MR = The most right column in the lower half
MLU = The most left column in the upper half 
However, a better approach to obtain the v-velocity is by assuming a 
linear relation in the near wall area, as shown in Fig. 19(a).
VMR, j = 2̂AS + vMR-l,j^ 3 4̂4c^
VMLU,j = ("2 AS + VMLU-l,j)/3 (45c)
For cells outside the vertical walls, the following velocities are assumed:
V+I,j = 0 (46a)
VMR+l,j = 2vMR,j " VMR-1,j 4̂6b)
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“mlu+i , j = 0 (47a)
VMLU+l,j = 2vMLU,j " VMLU-l,j (47b)
For a bottom rigid boundary as shown in Fig. 19(b), v , is out-
i.J-l
side the wall. It can be calculated by equation of continuity, Eq. 43a.
As the rotating velocity is the combination of u and v velocities,
AS = v. . . sin 0 + u . . , cos 0 i»J-l i,J-l
u^ is computed by





Fig. 19. Rigid boundary conditions.
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IV.G Parameters and Numerical Stability
To insure numerical stability some parameters must be correctly
chosen, e.g., the weights of partial donor cell method. Though some rules
of thumb have been suggested, an optimum value can be achieved only by 
trial and error.
IV.G. 1 o</Y- Weight of Partial Donor Cell
In Eqs. 25a, b, o? has value in the range of 0 to 1 as stated pre­
viously. It is limited by the inequality
1 - ol = k max ( |ust/sx| , |v<t/ay|) k > 1 (49)
A good choice of k is suggested 1.2 to 1.5 (28).
■V in Eqs. 33a and b is often equal to «<. . Its only constraint is 
1 - * - 0 (50)
The example problem in section IV.I demonstrates the allowable difference
between values of ot and Y  , with = 0.9 and Y = 0.2.
IV.G.2 OMG - Over-Relaxation Factor
To accelerate the convergence of velocity iteration, OMG is in­
corporated into Eq. 29.
p = -(OMG) (D)/2st(l/sx2 + 1/s y2)
= -(BETA) (D) (51)
where BETA = 0MG/2£t(l /sx2 + l/sy2)
OMG is in the range of 1 to 2. If it is 2, the iteration will become 
unstable. A value of 1.8 is often the optimum.
IV.G.3 6 - Tolerance of Discrepancy
The tolerance used as the criterion of convergence test for Eq. 28
should be small enough to ensure satisfying the continuity equation. A
-3value of 10 is typical for non-dimensional velocity in the order of 
0 . 1 - 1 .  If the value is too small, the improvement of accuracy is
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minimal. But the computer time becomes excessive. For this study, a 
value up to 0 .1% of the average velocity is adequate.
IV.G.4 st - Time Increment
The time increment is the most important factor in stability.
There are at least two criteria to be satisfied (28).
St < mill (|sx/u|, |&y/v|) (52a)
St < s x 2 $y2/2i (ix2 + < y 2) (52b)
Another criterion suggests to include a parameter (<? + 1) in denominator 
of inequality 52b.
St < Sx2 &y2/2(q? + 1) >> (sx2 +6 y2) (52c)
where the value of 9 is in the range of 0 - 2 (30).
IV.H Computation Procedures
The input data of the calculation defines the block boundary 
(IMAX, JMAX), cell size (DELX, DELY), initial liquid height (FLHT), rota­
tion velocity (AS), kinematic viscosity (NU) and gravitational acceleration 
(GX, GY). It includes also the above mentioned parameters ot, ~i , OMG, € , 
and time increment. Then, the actual rigid boundary, the mesh of cells and 
initial free surface are drawn. Both initial profiles of velocity and pres­
sure are set up.
A section computation is followed to calculate the fluid moving 
from left of right in the lower half. When the fluid reaches the right 
boundary, it climbs up along the wall up to the top right boundary. This 
is the computation in "lower section I" shown in Fig. 20. The velocities 
and pressure of the cells at the front of the wave are re-defined for the 
"upper section". Thus, the computation in upper half starts. This sec­
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Fig. 20 Overall flow chart.
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Fig. 21. Boundary and initial conditions
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Fig. 22. Section computation - lower section I & II.
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Fig. 23. Input to upper section.
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Fig. 24. Section computation - upper section.
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These two section computations constitutes the calculation loop until the 
liquid reaches the left boundary and falls along the wall to the bottom 
rigid boundary. The computation of "lower section II" is added to the 
loop when the fluid touches the left bottom boundary. The front wave of 
lower section II will move faster to catch up the rear part of lower sec­
tion I. After the liquid becomes a ring by connecting lower section I and 
II, the latter is consolidated into the former. The calculation loop con­
sists of two sections —  lower I and upper —  again. But now the lower 
section I covers the entire area from ML to MR. The computational pro­
cess will stop at specified time.
The section computations for lower and upper sections are basically 
the same. At the beginning the velocities are predicted by Eqs. 25a, b. 
Then, the boundary conditions for the rigid boundaries and free surfaces 
are set. If the discrepancy of continuity equation is less than tolerance,
i.e., D (Eq. 28) < €  , iteration of that time cycle is concluded. Other­
wise, a new set of conditions are obtained from Eqs. 29 and 30 a - d. A 
test of convergency is repeated. When the velocities converge, a new free 
surface is located. Since the computation method requires minimum thick­
ness of two cells in any column, it is necessary to eliminate the columns 
with single cell in the tail part of the fluid. On the other hand, a se­
cond cell is made to of each single-cell column in the remaining part. If
the total liquid volume is less than the original, the fluid enters into a
new column to keep a constant volume in the cylinder. The initial and 
boundary conditions of the new column are to be calculated before a new 
time cycle begins.
IV.I Example
An example is give with listing in Appendix VII. The cylinder
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size is chosen to be comparable to a laboratory equipment. The cell size 
is a compromise of accuracy and computer time. The kinematic viscosity 
was assumed to be in the same range as the silicone oil used in laboratory 
experiments. The input data are listed in Table I.
The indexing of the mesh is shown in Fig. 25. The horizontal index 
of lower half is 1-66, the upper 66-131. The vertical index is 1-34.
After exclusion of cells of high aspect ratio, the mesh of calculation is 
reduced to 4-63 and 69-128, which includes one fictitious column of cells 
at each side. The excluded area is 3.4% of the circular cylinder. The 
actual circumference of the modified cylinder is 4.2% shorter than that of 
the whole circular cylinder. The initial liquid height results an average 
film thickness 11% of the radius, comparing with the maximum value of 20% 
in the rotational molding. Appendix VI details the calculations of these 
numbers
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NOTE: names of items in the listings
6x = DELX , 8 y = DELY
gx = GX , gy = GY
01 = DPLHA (lower), ULPHA (upper)
OMG = OMG (lower) , UMG (upper)
1 = GAMMA
















The convergence criterion can be checked by assuming a value of 
discrepancy to be .01 for both u and v velocities in Eq. 28.
D = .01/.2 + .01/.A = 0.75 
Considering a rotational velocity of 220 cm/sec, the tolerance value of
_30.1 represents error in the order of 10 %.
The time increment is to meet with both inequalities 52a, b.
St < min (|.2/220|, |.4/220|) = 0.0009 
St < (.2)2 (.4)2 /2(2) (.22 + .42) = 0.008 
A value of 0.0005 is chosen by trial-and-error.
The controlling amount of donor cell fluxing has to satisfy the 
inequality 49.
1 - o4 = k max (|220 x 0.0005/.2|, | 220 x 0.0005/.4|)
By trial-and-error method the k value is selected as 1.7 and as 0.9. 
Similarly, the optimum values of ~i and OMG are found to to be 0.2 and 1.4, 
respectively. Each parameter may have different values for lower and upper 
halves.
The result of calculation indicates the time of traveling around 
a cylinder is 327 time cycles. With the assumption of no-slip rotation 
throughout the calculation, the number of time cycles is 294 (Appendix VI). 
Since the actual number of time cycle is greater than the hypothetical 
number for no-slip rotation, the computer model is considered valid.
V DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Several rotating velocities have been tested in the computer pro­
gram. The comparison in Table II indicates correspondence between numeri­
cal analysis and experimental results which are summarized in Eqs. 1 and 2. 
By numerical method, the change from cascading to rimming flow occurs at a 
rotational velocity of 190-200 cm/sec. Eq. 2 gives the onset velocity of 
rimming flow at 203 cm/sec. Eq. 1 shows that the flow in the range of 
140-190 cm/sec is cascading type. Fig. 26 shows the calculated points are
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL METHOD WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AS (cm/sec)
140 180 190 200 210 220
t (sec) .0008 .0006 .00055 .00055 .00053 .0005
cycle (1) 337 314 310 255 271 259
cycle (2) 390 335 258 111 260
cycle (3) 400 400 315 276 318 267
ILU (3) 122 122 121 111 127 127
flow rimming
w(rad/sec) 21.88 28.13 29.69 31.25 32.81 34.38
Rem 5.36 6.89 7.27 7.66 8.04 8.42
0.8 Re 0,867 m 3.43 4.27 4.47
, .. 0.867 1.11 Rem 6.2 6.48 7.04
Frm 3.13 5.17 5.76 6.38 7.03 7.72
Notes: (1) This is the cycle number when liquid reaches I = 121 (upper)
(2) This is the cycle number when liquid reaches I = 122 (upper)
(3) This is the cycle number when liquid reaches I = ILU (upper)
(4) The trend of results In cycles 310 to 315 shows It will not 
become the rimming flow.
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not in the experimental range, but fit the correlation of experimental 
results very well. The assumption of Newtonian fluid in the low shear
Fig. 26 Comparison of 
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Fig. 27 Transient flow phenomena of the example. Free Surface 









Fig. 27 Transient flow phenomena of the example. Free Surface 
changed as cylinder rotating from time cycle # 0 to 560. 
(cont'd)
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rates and low Reynolds numbers (<100) is also valid.
The transient flow phenomena of the example problem are shown in 
Fig. 27 (a) - (h). In Fig. 27 (a), a quiescent pool is shown at time 
cycle = 0, or prior to any motion. When the counter-clockwise rotation of 
the cylinder starts, a portion of the fluid is carried along the wall. In 
Fig. 27 (b), the fluid reaches the top rigid boundary at time cycle #61.
One time cycle is equivalent to one t, or 0.0005 sec. As the time cycle 
advances from #61 to #261, the upper boundary is covered gradually by the 
fluid, while the liquid layer in the lower half becomes thinner and 
thinner. Coming down the vertical wall, the fluid moves fast to complete 
a ring at time cycle #333 as shown in Fig. 27 (h).
The accurate experimental data for comparison with the results of
transient flow is still in need. The fluid velocities in the vicinity of
rigid boundary are close to the rotating velocity. Backward velocities
occur near the free surface. Both are expected. A comparison can also be
made with steady rimming flow in previous works by Scriven et at. (21, 25).
From Fig. 4, the thickest film should be at 0 = 1.18 for Re =7.66. Fromm
2Fig. 7a, which is for the value of Re^ (R/b) equal to 1, the thinnest spot 
is 0 = Tr and the thickest 0 = 0. In the physical dimension of the ex­
ample problem, this is equivalent to Re = 0.012. Based on the series ofm
change in Fig. 27 (a) - (h), the predicted thickest spot is in the range 
0 = 0 to Tr/ 2 and the thinnest 0 = TT to 3*?r/ 2. This concurs with the 
conclusion on page 12.
The results of calculation reveal variations of liquid volume with 
amount up to i 10% as shown in Fig. 28. The average of variation is +
0.56%, and the standard deviation is 3.77%. This variation reflects the
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inaccuracy in approximating the position and pressure at the free surface. 
The tracking of the interface location is a surface height function method 
method, as described on page 33. This is a simple definition requiring a 
minimum storage of information. Other methods, such as line segments and 
marker particles, provide better approximation, but require more storage. 
The volume of fluid method (32), under testing for this rotational cylinder 
problem at present, has demonstrated very powerful in approximation and 
required only small amount of storage. The calculation of cell center 
pressure at the free surface on page 32 is merely an interpolation along 
y - direction. This is very simple, but may result incorrect pressure 
and, consequently, obtain spurious velocity. The appearance of humps at 
the free surface is a clear indication of this error. An improved method 
(30) is to use the nearest neighboring full cell for interpolation when 
there is more than one neighboring full cell. This will make the free 
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Fig. 28 Volume variation at time cycles.
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In Fig. 27 (e) - (g), the tail part of the lower half results a
high narrow wave. The bump stays in the tail and increases its height 
until a complete ring is formed. Then, it diminished rapidly. This is 
a phenomenon of singularity. It exists in all of the rotating velocities 
tested in this work. It builds up gradually as the fluid flow moves up­
wards and returns to a smooth surface in a later stage as shown in Fig.
29 (a). The number of time cycles to yield a smooth surface dep'arids on 
the rotating velocity. The higher the velocity, the more the time cycle. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 29 (b).
using finite difference technique, most of the discontinuities arise from 
the edges and noses of curvature. To overcome this difficulty, the mesh 
size may be reduced to a fine enough network (35). The singularity at





Fig. 29 Phenomena of singularity.
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the contact line between solid and free surface has been investigated by 
Huh and Scriven (36) and others (37, 38). Huh and Scriven proposed a hy­
drodynamic model for steady state flow over a rigid surface. In terms of 
stream function, the solution for a flat, no-slip solid yielded a realistic 
velocity field. However, the shear stress and pressure field increased to 
infinity as the contact line was approached. The singularity indicates the 
breakdown of the hydro-dynamic model and suggests discontinuity physically 
existing around the contact line. The most important reason for this dis­
continuity is the no-slip boundary condition (53), that demands the liquid 
immediately next to the rigid wall have no relative velocity to the wall. 
According to no-slip condition the advancing contact angle should be a 
function of wall velocity as shown in Fig. 30. But experiments indicate 
the contact angle increases irregularly as the velocity increases. Both 
rolling and sliding have been mentioned in the observations. To correct 
the boundary condition, the no-slip condition may be replaced by a dynamic 
condition which includes a slip factor or momentum transfer coefficient 
varying in the range of no-slip to partial slip. Unfortunately, no such 
a condition has been proved successfully without certain limitations (39,
( 3 ) Cb) CC)
Fig. 30 Contact angle, (a) equilibrium, (b) low speed, 
(c) high speed.
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40, 53). Other possible reasons for the singularity are cavitation, com­
pressibility effects, breakdown of Newtonian fluid relation , etc. Due to 
the fact that surface tension has a significant effect on the characteris­
tics of contact angle (54), it is impossible to obtain a complete picture 
of the development of singularity in any calculation excluding surface 
tension as in this work. Since the bump either diminishes in a later time 
cycle or exerts no significant effect on the result of rimming velocity, 
no attempt has been made to correct this difficulty.
During the development of model, various trials have been made to 
deduce some guidelines. The most important one, of course, is stability 
problem, which is inherent in all the numerical approximations. The set 
of parameters in the above example may not result in a convergence for 
other fluids of higher or lower veiscosity. In general, a set of para­
meters is good for a viscosity at several velocities. When the velocity 
changes, the main concern is time increment. Some test runs in the ex­
ample indicate that a value of it with 10% off its optimum may result in 
a divergence. Fortunately, the optimum ranges of parameters are not so 
narrow. Therefore, it is the parameters to be chosen first. If a set of 
parameters allows liquid to enter into the upper half, those values are 
adequate for the whole run.
The next important is the initial conditions in the upper half. 
Since the algorithm is using both the upstream and underneath cell veloci­
ties for computing discrepancy in Eq. 28, an intelligent guess of initial 
conditions is necessary to ensure a convergency in upper half. Eqs. 37a, b 
are found able to yield such a result. But other forms can be tried, too, 
for instance,
ui,j = (ui-l,j + ui,j+l)/2 (53a)
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(53b)
An acceptable initial condition usually does not relate only to a single 
velocity of surroundings, such as Eqs. 39a, b. The initial conditions for 
a whole new column are less critical.
The third is correcting the minimum thickness. As mentioned in 
previous sections, this algorithm applies only to columns with at least 
two cells. If the free surface is inside the bottom cell of lower half or 
the top cell of the upper half, it becomes necessary to make up a second 
cell, i.e., to extend the liquid into the second cell. The question is 
how far it should extend to. In the lower half, it is to the top edge of 
the bottom cell.
(See Appendix VII for brief discussion on numerical methods for fluid dy­
namics.) The advantages of MAC method are basically its primitive vari­
ables and the capability to handle free surface conditions. The method 
has been proved extremely powerful in water wave problems. The ex­
ample was run on a Amdahl 470 computer and required cpu 3 min 25.48 sec 
for 560 time cycles and 2 min 48.26 sec for 460 time cycles.
round-off errors. The truncation error in the centered differencing is 
second order in the spatial cell size and in the upstream differencing is 
first order. Since this method is using a hybird of centered and partial 
donor cell differencings, it can produce greater accuracy than the up­
stream differencing. The round-off error is minimized by double precision
H± = (jB - 1) iy (54)
In the upper half, it is to the bottom edge of the top cell.
HB1 = (jT - 2) sy (55)
Comparison of this method with others is not available at present.
The accuracy of this method can be checked based on truncation and
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in computer calculation. Although cell refinement can alleviate these 
error problems, it is usually impractical for engineering purposes. When 
the difference equations are conditional stable, the fineness of time step 
must satisfy the stability criteria, such as inequalities 52a and b, that 
involve the cell size. Therefore, a decrease in cell size may cause &t 
decrease not by ratio of the later size to the previous size, but by square 
of the ratio. The computer time will increase rapidly to accommodate to 
the smaller cell size and much shorter time step. Other convective model­
ing techniques which have error of high order while avoiding the stability 
problems on a comparable large cell size is recommended for better accur­
acy. For instance, the Leonard algorithm (46) with error of third order 
could be tried. W7ith this type of high efficiency technique, a cylindrical 
coordinate system with larger cell size can be considered so that the error 
in approximating the location of rigid boundary could be eliminated.
The question of multiple solution in a free-surface flow has been 
investigated primarily for flow between disks and swirling flow. Some 
steady state problems have been solved analytically or numerically to 
obtain non-unique solutions. At least three situations may lead to the 
multiple solutions:
(1) Wrong theory or assumption (41);
(2) Physically existing conditions, such as in the transition of 
couette flow and steady flow between rotating disks (42, 43); and
(3) The location and shape of free surface that is unknown a priori.
The last reason indicates the multiplicity of solution is inherent in the 
Navier-Stokes equation (44). Frequently, an approximation of the location 
and shape of free surface is built in the numerical method to provide 
assumed data of free surface. With those data, the iteration procedure
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will try to satisfy the free surface conditions. Due to the highly non­
linear character cf the Navier-Stokes equation, it is possible to have 
more than one set of location and shape satisfying the free surface condi­
tions. Though it may be very difficult to prove uniqueness mathematically, 
only one of the solutins is expected physically possible, as discussed by
Taylor (45). In MAC and MAC-derived techniques, it has been pointed out
by B. D. Nichols, co-author of SOLA algorithm, in a private communication 
that no multiple solutions have been found.
In conclusion, the model is able to predict both the transient
flow and steady flow phenomena. The numerical stability problem can be 
solved by trial-and-error method with help of stability theorem. However, 
it should be noted that this is only a simpilfied model. Modifications 
may be necessary to fit specific problems.
VI RECOMMENDATION
To have a better simulation of liquid rotational molding, further 
studies are required to eliminate some of the assumptions and restrictions.
Recently a SOLA-VOF program (32) has been developed to include 
surface tension forces. It also has a flexible mesh generator to provide 
cells with various different sizes. This will alleviate the aspect ratio 
problem. The whole circumference can be approximated by the diagonals of 
the cells.
Constantly changing viscosity is a phenomenon associated with 
curing. As viscosity increases, the parameters and time increment should 
be changed. An automatic time-step control in SOLA-VOF to adjust the time 
increment is not enough. A parameters adjustment has to be added. The 
relationship of time-temperature-viscosity (12) had better be a separate 
program. Even though the MAC method is capable to handle heat transfer 
differential equations, it is believed to be over-entangled., to couple 




FINITE DIFFERENCE REPRESENTATION OF NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS
The approximation of Eqs. 14 a, b and 15 by finite difference and 
partial donor cell methods is illustrated in this appendix.
city terms au/ax and av/ay are taking the form of backward differencing,
i.e., Eqs. 19 c, d. The transient and pressure terms au/at, av/at, ap/ax 
and ap/ay are expressed by forward differencing similar to Eqs. 17 c, d, 
for example,
including second derivatives are represented by the central differencing,
i.e., Eqs. 20 c, d. The partial donor cell method is applied only to 
convective fluxes.
A. UUX
The first derivative is given by central differencing, 
a uu/ax = UUX = u(u.^ . - u. , .)/sx
The gravity constants g and g need no approximation. The velo-x y
»p1>:)/»* - <pi+1>3 -
w  2 , 2 , 2 , 2
the partial donor cell defines
(1-1)
u = [(l+*)u. . + (1-5 )u .3/2
-LjJ »J (1-2)
where = weight of donor cell with value 1
XF = ot(sign u. .) and 1 Z.oiZ o, then, it becomes
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Since
anJ ^  Ul+ij,j "
~  Ûi.j + Ui+l.j^ 2
Eq. 1-3 is finalized as
,2uu • n • = [(u. . +  u. . .) + »* [u. . +  u. . . 1 (u. . - u. , . .)]/41 + ^ , 3  L 1 , 3  i + l , J  1 1 , 3  i + l , j l v  1,3  l + l ,  2
(1-4)
For the second term uu. x ., the partial donor cell representationi— 5»3
of Eq. 1-5 is developed through steps similar to Eqs. 1-2, 1-3 and 1-4.
By setting
u = [(l+3)u. , . + ( l - 5 ) u . .1/2 (1 *-3- -1)L i-l,J i,!J
and
5 = ot(sign u , ) (1 -o1 - 0)
i— 5,3
then
uu-i-i- -i = C u,-_i -i + ^(sign u.j, .)u , u1— 5,3 1— 5,3 i 1,3 1— 5,3 1— 5,J i 1,3
+ u. v u -<*(sign u , )u . , u ]/21— 5,3 1,3 i— 5,3 1— 5,3 1,3
Since
(sign u. , .) u . . . = I u. . .1— 5,3 1-^,3 i “%,3
and
u . j . = (u. , . + u . .)/2i-^,3 1-1,3 i,3
therefore
u u j i • = [(u - i • + u. .)" +o*|u. , . + u. . |x i-*5,3 1 1-1,3 1,3 1 1-1,3 1,3
2l
<ui-i,j - (I-5)
Combining Eqs. I-l, 1-4, and 1-5 results
UUX - + u.+1_.)2 + “1+l . j l ( “1>:) - “i+i.j)
- (ui-l,J + “i , /  A-l,] + ul,jl(ui-l,j -
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B. UVY
Following central differencing scheme, the first derivative is
suv/ay = UVY = u(v
(1-6)
It should be noted that the X index of v terms is not i, but rather i + h- 
The reason can be visualized in Fig. 31. The terms of the first deriva­
tive have to be on the same line, either horizontally or vertically. In 
Fig. 31(a), the terms for juu/^x are on a horizontal line. To represent 
auv/ay every term is on a vertically line as shown in Fig. 31(b).
Applying partial donor cell method to the first term uv.,, . in
Eq. 1-6,
u = [(1+5) + (1-5 ) u1J+1]/2 (1 - 1)
and setting








Fig. 31. Finite difference terms for (a) auu/ax and (b) auv/ay.
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By definition of
(slgn VU H , P  vi^,j = K-Hj.jI
and a centered convective flux
v - ii • = (v. . + v. . .)/2 , i+h>,l i,l i+1,1
Eq. 1-7 results
uv.j, . = [ (u. . + u. .,.) (v. . + v,.. .)1-^,3 L i,3 i,J+l i,l 1+ 1,1
+ o/|v. . + v. . .| (u. . - u. (1-8)1 1,1 i+l,l1 i,l i,l+l J
Similarly, the second term u v . , of Eq. 1-6 obtains thei+%,l-l
expression Eq. 1-9. By setting




(sign v.j, . ,) v.j, . i =  I v. ..!i+*5,1-1 i-Hs.l-1 1 i+*2,1 -1 1
then by setting
v.m . , = (v, . . + v... . ,)/2 i+*5,l-l i,l-l i+l, 1-1
the result is
UTi-(j5j-i' + “±,jj t-ij-i+ ’'i+i.j-P
+  -'lT i ,j-l +  1 ( u . ^ j  - U l i .)]/4 (1-9)
Combining Eqs. 1-6, 1-8 and 1-9 yields
UVY - [(u1>;) + u1>J+1) (v^. + v1+1;j) + ■‘lvij  + v1+1>-ilx
(“i,J - “i j + d  - + “i.d (’'i.J-l + Vi+l,j-l)
- + Vi+l,)-ll(ui,j-l - (27b)
c. uvx
The derivation for auv/ax is basically the same step by step of 
operation as for auv/ay. From Fig. 32(a), the terms on a horizontal line 
are to be used in the central differencing.
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auv/ax = UVX = v(u. - u. . )/«x
For the first term vu. ,,, .settingi,3+h ’
v  = [(1+3 )v±sj +  (l-o* )V :L+1} j J /2 (1 "I)
and
oi = oi (sign (1 -*- 0)
then
vui,j+ss Ûi,j V̂i.j + Vi+l,j^
+ -(sign - -i+l.j)]'2 (I-H)
By definition
(sign u. . n )u. .j = u. I 6 i ,j + V  1 i,3+*5l
then, setting
u. .^ = (u. . + u. . ,)/2 1,3+^ 1,3 i,3+l
Eq. I-11 becomes
vu- -u = L(u. . + u. ...) (v. . + v... .) i ,3+h 1 1,3 i.J+1 1,3 1+1,3
+  °i I u . . + u. J (v. . - v.,, .)1/4 (1-12)1 1,3 1,3+1' 1,3 i+l,3 J







Fig. 32. Finite difference terms for (a) auv/ax and (b) avv/s>y.
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For the second term vu^_j i-n Eq. 1-10, the similar procedures 
are followed to yield Eq. 1-13.
By setting
v = [(l+5)v . + (l-*)v. ,]/2 ( l - 5 1 - i )
-1- 1 5 J -1- 9 J
and
i = ̂ (sign u.+1)j^ )  (i 1 1 o)
then
(sign u. . . |i ) u , . .j, = I u . . Ii-l, j4V 1 i-l ,3+%‘
setting
u. , .j, = (u. , . + u. . ,,)/2i-l,3+% i-l,j i,J+1
then
vu. , .j, = [(u. , . + u. , (v. , . + v. .)i-l,3+*2 1 i-l,J i-l,3+1 i-l,J i,3
Combining Eqs. 1-10, 1-12 and 1-13 obtains
UVX = f(u. . + u . . .) (v. . + v .)L i,3 1+1,3 1,3 i+l,3
+ I u . . + u. . ,. I (v. . - V .)1 1,3 1,3+1' 1,3 1-1,3
- * K - i , j + ui-i,j+il - ''i.jd/*** w d )
D. VVY
This derivation is closely similar to that in section A for 
■auu/ax. All the terms involved are shown in Fig. 32(b). 
a w / a y  - TOY - - v . ^ / s y
For the first term vv. . , since
i,3+k
v = [(l+<*)vi ^  + (1- *^)v± ^ +1]/2 (1 -<*- -1)
and
5 =  >t (sign v± ^  (1 -«*- 0)
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and by definition
(slsn vi , j W vi , w " K . W
and by centered differencing
vi , ^ " <vi o  + v i ,j+ i)/2
the result is
2
VV. • ii = [(v. . + V. + <* V. . + V. . J X1,1+% L 1,1 1,1+1 1 1,1 1,1+1’
(v. . - V. . .,)]/4i,l i,l+l 1
Similarly, the second term vv. , t is expanded and consolidated.i,l —5
v = [(l+5’)v. . , + (l--Ov. ]/2 (1 - 3 - -1)
1 JJ 1 1 5 J
and
5= o< (sign v . , ) (1 0)i jI-'S
and by definition
(sign v , )v j, = |v i,|1,1 'a 1,1 -a 1,1 — 2
and by centered differencing
v. . i =(v. . ! + v .  .)/2 i,l-*S i,l-l i,l
the result is
2
vvi i-i- = t (vi ^_i + + °*K. + v J x1,1 -2 1,1 J- 1,1 1,1 J- 1,1
(vU - i  - vi,J)]/4 
Combining Eqs. 1-14, 1-15 and 1-16 results
r\
VVY = [(v. . + v, .,.) + o<|v. . + v. . ,. I x
1 1,1 i ,1+1 1 i,l i,l+l‘
(vi,j - vi,3+i) - +






SURFACE LOCATION AND SLOPE 
In this appendix, several cases of surface determination are 
discussed. Also described is the slope of the surface. Since one 
quadrant is mirror image of any other, the calculation is performed for 
third quadrant only.
A. Surface Location
In Fig. 33(a), a curved boundary line is crossing a cell (i, j), 
which is located by BX and BY.
BX = (i - l)*x (II - 1)
From geometrical relationship, it yields 
(AR - BY)2 = AR2 - (AR - BX)2 
Rearranging the equation for BY, it results
BY = AR -[ 2 (AR) (BX) - BX2]^ ( I I  - 2)
At least four different relationships between JBL and JBR, which are 
defined in the followings, should be discussed as shown in Fig. 33(b).
B X
Cb)
A R - B Y
BX
A R - B X
BYCY
Fig. 33 Computation of surface location.
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BL = CY/iy
JBL = INT (BL)
BR = BY/fiy
JBR = INT (BR)
JBL = JBR (Fig. 34(a))
If (BR - JBR) + (BL - JBL) -1.5, JBR +1 is the boundary cell. 
Otherwise, JBL + 2 is the boundary.
JBL - 1 = JBR (Fig. 34(b))
(BL - JBL)/ [l-(BR - JBR)] = (1-PX)/PX = BK 
Let RBX = 1/(1 + BK) = PX
If 0.5[l - (BR - JBR)]/(l + BK) -  h, JBR + 1 is the boundary.
Otherwise, JBL + 1 is the boundary
JBL - 2 = JBR
In either line A or line B of Fig. 34(c) the boundary is the cell
of JBL + 2. The triangular area in the cell of JBL + 1 is always




Fig. 34 Determination of the boundary.
(a) JBL = JBR, (b) JBL - 1 = JBL, (c) JBL - 2 = JBR.
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4. JBL - 3 - JBR
For a steep slope boundary the boundary cell is at the midpoint
of BY and CY.
B. Slope of Boundary
By connecting the center of drum, 0, to mid-point of bottom surface
of cell i and defining X_̂  = BX - X/2, the angle 9 can be computed.
0 = tan_1 [ (AR - X )/(AR - HB)J 
The slope of boundary at cell i is 
SLOB. = tan 9l
Fig. 35 Slope of boundary.
APPENDIX III 
ADJUSTMENTS OF CELL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY 
The derivations of Eqs. 29 and 30a - d in Sec. IV.C Velocity 
Iteration are described in this appendix.
The momentum equation 25a is re-written in two groups of vari­
ables; one group contains pressure item, another group does not.
u° = u + «t(g - UUX - UVY - VISU) - (p - p ) it/ax
x jj X *J X~ J-»J X »J
= UCON. . - (p... . - p. .)*t/*x (Ill-la)i+l, J 1,1
where UCON. . = u. . + St(g - UUX - UVY - VISU) i,l 1,1 x
Since UCON. . consists of the terms in old time level, it is a constant ini,l
the new time level. Similary, Eq. 25b ia re-written.
v° = VCON - (p - p )st/iy (Ill-lb)
X »J X >J X *J X *J
Two more equations in the same form are needed.
ui-l,j " “C0Ni-l,J ' (pi,j ‘ Pi-l,j)it/iX (III-lc)
''1,3-1 - VC0Bi,J-l - (pi.J - p1,j-1) « / «
From the above four equations Ill-la thru Id, the following derivatives
are resulted:
3 U° . /ap. . = 6t/Sx (III-2a)1,1 i,l
au° . ./ap. . = -it/6k (III-2b)i—-*- ,1 1,1
&v° /ap. . = it/iy (III-2c)
X » J i )J
»v° /ap. . = - it/iy (III-2d)
X 1 9 J X 9 J
Eqs. III-2a thru 2d can be expressed in difference form in respect to 
iteration cycle.
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n+1 n , n+1 n v #u. . . = u. . . - (p. . - p. .Mt/sxi-l>J i-l,3 *1,3 i,3
= u1? . . - 6P St/ix (III-3b)i—l ,3
n+1 n , , n+1 n s ^ ,v. . = v. . + (p. . - p. .)st/syi,3 i,3 i,3 i,3
= v1? . + sp st/sy (III-3c)1.3
n+1 n , n+1 n . ,v. . . = v. . . - (p. . - p. .)st/sy1,3-1 1,3-1 i,3 i,3
= v? - <p it/<y (III-3d)i,3 i
, n+1 nwhere <SP = P. . - p. .1,3 1,3
n, n+1 = Iteration cycles in new time level.
The velocities u and v are both in the new time level but different 
iteration cycles as indicated by the superscripts. Substituting 
Eqs. Ill - 3a thru 3d into discrepancy equation similar to
Eq. 28 yields
^n+1 , n+1 n N „ . , 2D = (u - u . .)/<$x + 2 sv 6t/ix
-1- » J 1 ““1 , J
+ (v? . - v1? ,)/iy + 2 jp St/iy2 (III-4)
i , J , J —
Because a convergence has not been reached in the n th iteration, the 
discrepancy is
Dn = (u? . - u? . ,)/ix + (v? . - v\ . ,)/&y1.3 1-1,3 1,3 1,3-1
Eq. III-4 is simplified.
Dn+1= Dn + «p(2*t/*x2 + l&t/sy2) (III-5)
To diminish the discrepancy in (n+l)th iteration, i.e., Dn+  ̂ = 0, the 
pressure is adjusted by an amount of ,sp.
ry n
SP= - Dn/(2jt/«x + 2st/sy ) (III-6)
Pn+1= Pn+ S p (III-7)
Eq. III-6 is identical to Eq. 29. Eqs. III-3 a, b, c, d are the same as 
Eqs. 30 a - d, respectively.
APPENDIX IV 
PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT AT BOUNDARY 
This appendix details the pressure adjustment at exterior of the 
mesh, either rigid boundary or free surface, i.e., Eqs. 30a - d.
A Free Surface
The pressure at free surface cell is computed from the cells above 
and below the surface by a linear interpolation.
A. 1 Top Free Surface
The pressure at mid-surface is pg .
Ps - Pi,JT - <Pi,JT-l - pi,jT) A >'/4>'
= ( l + A y / f i y ) p i  -  P i j T . j  A y/<y
■ pi,jT/ n T + d  - (IV-p>
where 1 / = 1 + Ay/^y
Re-arranging Eq. IV-1 for p. resultsi > J i
Pi,jT = ̂ T Ps + ^1 _  ^T^Pi,jT-l (IV-2)
The factor of surface location is included in the ^ term.
*lT = * y/( s y+ Ay)
= Sy!(sy + - H )
= tfy/[«y + ^  - (jT — 1.5) «y]
where A y  = h . - H i c
Hc = (jT -1.5)*y
When uniform pressure is applied at the free surface, it is convenient to 
set pg = 0. Then, Eq. IV-2 becomes
Pi,jT = ^  ^T^Pi,jT-l (IV-3)
A value of p. ,T computed by Eq. IV-3 is the correct one. Therefore, the 1»J i
pressure adjustment, 6P, is
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J  T













Pressure adjustment at free surface 
(a) Top free surface, (b) Bottom free surface 
Bottom Free Surface
The steps of dirivation is similar to top free surface. The terms 
are shown in Fig. 36(b).
" Pi.jB + - Pi.jB+l5 Ay/i?
- (1 +iy/iy)Pli.B - Pl i J W »7/i:
^i,jB^B + ^  '^B^i.jB+l (IV-4)
where =  ̂+ ^y/fiy
= &y/[&y + (jB - 1.5)«y - HB±]
and Tg = Sy/(Ay + h y)
Re-arranging Eq. IV-4 for p.i >1B
Pi,jB = **BPs + ^  “ ^B^Pi,jB+l
When p = 0, A correct p. ._ is s i,jB
Pi,jB (1 % )pi,jB+l 
The pressure adjustment is
(IV-5)
SP - (1 - T b )P1>:1b+1 - Pt.jB (31b)
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B. Rigid Surface
The surface pressure at rigid surface will make the normal velocity
equal to zero.
u = u • n = 0 n
= (iu - jv) ( -i sin 9 + j cos 9)
= -u sin 9 + v cos 9 
u^/cos 9 = - u tan 9 + v (IV-6)
B.l Bottom Rigid Surface
The horizontal velocity at mid-surface is the average of two 
cell velocities.
(ul,JB+ U i-l,jB)/2 (IV-7>
The vertical velocity can be found by interpolation shown in Fig. 37.
The slope of surface is
tan 9 = (HB j - H B ^ p ^ S x  (IV-9)
Substituting Eqs. IV-7, IV-8 and IV-9 into Eq. IV-6 results
v  t, jB
s'
O f






J b - i
Fig. 37 Pressure adjustment at bottom rigid surface.
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un/cos6 = - (uijjB + u±_1>jB) (HB±+1 -
+ Vi,jB A y/iy + Vi,jB-l ^  ~ Ay/iy'> (IV-10)
Since v. . is inside the rigid boundary, it would be eliminated by
equation of continuity, i.e.,
Vi,jB—1 ’ Vi,jB + " ul-l,jB)<y/6X (IV-U )
Eq. IV-10 is expanded and re-arranged to the following:
U/COS9 - - <u1;jB + (HB1+1 - + v1>jB
+ (ui j B  ~ Ui-l,jB^ ^  (&y/6x) (IV-12)
The only term to be computed in the right hand size of Eq. IV-12 is y.
1 - A y / s y  = 1 - [ HBi - (jB-2)*y] /by = (jB-1) - H B ^ y
= A b (IV-13)
The velocity is function of pressure as expressed in Eq. III-2a. The 
increment of pressure can be found by Newton-Ralphson method.
&P = - un /(aun/a>p)
= - (un/cos0)/[ a(un/cosQ)/ap] (IV-14)
The denominator is, from Eqs. IV-12 and IV-13,
fc(un/cos9)/2>p = - (^u^jg/ap ĤBi+i “ HBi_1)/4Sx
+ a v i)jB/J>P + âui,jB^ap “ aui-l,jB^P  ̂A B^6y/,Sx  ̂ (IV-15)
where
P = Pi,iB
Substituing Eqs. III-2a thru d into Eq. IV-15 yields
& (u /cosG)/ap = St/by + 2 A _ (6t/£x) (&y/6x)n d
= [ 1 + 2 A B (&y/gx)2]&t/4y (IV-16)
Substituting Eqs. IV-12, IV-13 and IV-16 into IV-14 results Eq. 31d.
B.2 Top Rigid Surface
Similar to the step of derivation in above section for bottom 
rigid surface, the terms are shown in Fig. 38.
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The velocities at mid-surface are
U “ <Ui,jT+ U i-l,jT)/2 
V " Vi,jT-1 + ^i.dT - Vi,jT-l)iy/Sy
‘ vi,jT-l (1 + vi,jTi y  ,ty
The slope of surface is
tanQ = (H... - H. ,)/2fix l+l i-l
The term of is eliminated by continuity equation.






V = Vl,jT-l ‘ (U1,JT ' “l-l.jT5 (<Sy/‘X) <Ay/4y)
Ay/gy is the only term requiring computation in right hand side of
Eq. IV-21.





u /cosQ = - (un i ,j T + Ui-l,jT^ Ĥi+1 H1_1)/4ix
+ Vi,jT-l " * T  (ui,jT " Ui-l,jT)Sy/SX 
The denominator of Eq. IV-14 is
*(un/cosQ)/ap = - 6 t/sy - 2 > T(St/Sx) (Sy/Sx)
= - [ 1 + 2 > (5y/sx)2] 6t/sy
(IV-23)
(IV-24)
Substituting Eqs. IV-23 and IV-24 into Eq. IV-14 results in Eq. 31 c.
Fig. 38 Pressure adjustment 





FREE SURFACE LOCATION 
To Express Eq. 32 in finite difference form for top free surface 
and bottom free surface is explained in this appendix.
A. Top Free Surface
The vertical velocity at free surface is found by interpolation 
shown in Fig. 39
V = Vi,jT-1 + (vi,jT - " i . j T - l * ^
= vi>jTAy/ y + vi>jT_1 (1 - Ay/*y)
= vi^ T > T + C1 _ a t) (V-l)
where Eq. IV-22
The horizontal velocity is the average of upstream and downstream ones.
(V-2)
Similar to Eq. 1-2, the H terms are defined by partial donor cell method.
(V-3)
Hi+l/2 = t(1+;' ) Hi + (1_7) Hi + J /2 (V"4)
Hi-l/2 = f(1 + =? } Hi-1 + (1 } HJ /2 (V-5)
whereH= weight of donor cell with value 1 - - -1
H Hi+l/2 Hi—1/2
Fig. 39 Location 
of top free surface
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u A H  = (ui,jT + Ui-l,jT} (Hi+l/2 ' Hi-l/2)/2
Ûi,jT + Ui-l,jT^ t Hi+l “ Hi-1
“ * (Hi+l " 2Hi + Hi - p l /4 (V"6)
Same reasoning as in Appendix I, if
Y  =  t  (sign n ±_ i /2 j C 1  ~ Y “  ° )
Eq. V-6 is simplified.
uAH = f(ui,jT + “i-l.j^ (Hi+l " Hi-1> " *Ui,jT + Ui-1, j T lX
(Hi+l " 2Hi + Hi - 1 ^ /4 (V-?)
Substituting Eqs. V-l and V-7 into Eq. 32 results Eq. 33 a
B. Bottom Free Surface
The procedure of derivation of Eq. 33b is similar to the above
section. The vertical velocity is
’ Vi,jB Aylty + vi, jB-1 (1 
■ (1 - > B) Vi,jB + *B (V-8)
where A  — Eq. IV-13D
The horizontal velocity is
u ’ + Ui-1,JB)/2 (V-9)
The partial donor cell scheme is applied to HB terms, as shown in Fig. 40.
Fig. 40 Location 




a h  = h b .+1/2 - h b ._1/2
HBi+l/2 = t(1 + =i) HBi + (1 -;J) HBi + J /2
HBi_i/2 = [ (1 + t ) HBi_1 + (i -=i ) hbJ/2
Substituting Eqs. V-ll and V-12 into Eq. V-10 and setting
* = ** (sign Ui-l/2,jB) 
result the following expression:
U A H =  [(uiiJB + u._lijB) (HB1+1 - H B j.j) -
- K . j B  + V l . J B  I (HBi+l -2HBi +






COMPARISON OF DIMENSION APPROXIMATION IN EXAMPLE 
Because of an approximation of physical dimension taken in the 
example, its effect has to be checked and be sure in negligible range.
A. Excluded Area
The excluded area can be found from table of circular segments 
(33) as shown in Fig. 41.
R = 6.4 cm
h = (5 - 2)fcx = 0.6 cm 
h/R = 0.09375
From the table of circular segments, the area is found
2shaded area/R = 0.0533 
Because there are two shaded areas,
2 2ratio of excluded area = 2(0.0533)R /“jTR = 3.4%
The excluded area is 3.4% of the cylinder.
5 0
3 .5  Cm
Fig. 41 Physical dimension of example problem.
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B. Shortening of Circumference
The circumference of flat wall is also calculated from table of 
circular segments (33). As ratio of h/R is 0.09375 in above section, 
it is found
c/R = 0.845
oTherefore, the flat wall (chord) is 5.41 cm and the central angle is 50. 
The segment of circumference is
2-irR (50/360) = 5.58 
The difference between the complete and the shortened circumferences is 
2(5.58 - 5.41)/2-irR = 0.0085 
or 0.85%, which is negligible.
C. Fluid Occupied Area
The segment area occupied by fluid is computed by the same table 
(33) as in the above section A.
H/R = 3.5/6.4 = 0.547 
area/R^ = 0.695
area = 0.695(6.4)^ = 28.47 cm^
2The result of numerical approximation is 28.32 cm , or 99.5% of the 
theoretical value.
D. Film Thickness
The film thickness, b, is computed by assuming uniform thickness 
around the circumference.
b = 28.32/2'TTR = 0.7 cm 
The ratio of thickness to the radius of drum is 
b/R = 0.11
Which is smaller than 20% but enough to cover more than a layer of single 
cell, i,e., 0.4 cm thickness in this example.
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E. Time To Cover The Whole Circumference
In the example, the fluid travels from I = 59 to the upper half 
and returns to the lower half. Two portions in the lower half meet at 
I = 31. The total distance can be divided into five parts, as listed 
in the following table.
Table III 
Total Traveling in the Example
Parts From I = To I = Distance (cm)
(1) 59 62 *1
(2) 62 70 5.41 *2
(3) 70 127 14.51 *3
(4) 127 5 5.41 *2
(5) 5 31 7.25 *1
Notes:
1. The total number of cells traveled thru is 29, which is 
approximated half of the distance in part (3)
2. The chord length computed in sec. (b)
3. The segment for central angle 130° is 2^(130/360) = 14.51 cm
The total traveling is approximately 32.58 cm. The minimum time to cover 
the whole circumference is 32.58/220 = 0.148 sec for rotating velocity 
220 cm/sec. That is 0.148/0.0005 = 296 cycle. The numerical method 
results a complete ring at 327th cycle.
APPENDIX VII 
NUMERICAL METHODS FOR FLUID DYNAMICS 
As the physical law in fluid dynamics is expressed by differential 
equations, the best method of solution is including the most of theoreti­
cal method and the least of premanipulation, such as complex variables.
But when the problem is more complex, more approximate procedure, e.g., 
boundary layer, perturbation method, etc., becomes necessary. To even 
more complicate problem involving odd boundary shape or three dimensions, 
only the direct numerical method is applicable. In this very last cata- 
gory of problems, a question often raised is how to select a numerical 
method. This appendix is discussing the criteria of numerical modeling 
and the applications of the important numerical approaches.
Harlow (47) compiled and classified the numerical methods for 
transient flow according to the flow speed, coordinate systems, and solu­
tion methods. For the high-speed flow, several approaches including 
Eulerian, Lagrangian, combined Eulerian and Lagrangian, Fourier series, 
Monte Carlo method, etc., have been tried. For the low-speed flows, the 
Eulerian approach is dominant. Other methods, such as Lagrangian and 
Fourier solution, need more studies to improve and extend applications.
The Eulerian approach allows the fluid undergoing great distor­
tions without loss of accuracy, but it looses the sharp definition of con­
tact surface. On the contrary, Lagrangian method can easily apply fine 
zoning at the interface and arbitrary curve shape of rigid boundary, but 
it is less accurate when the cells are hgihly distorted. In the Eulerian 
approach, the primitive variable method has the advantage of easy applying 
free surface boundary condition. This gain is offset by the difficulty of
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accurate pressure iteration. The vorticity-stream function method elimin­
ates the problems of pressure term and continuity equation. However, it 
is difficult to encounter with unknown boundary condition on vorticity.
A series of comparisons among nine methods for incompressible, 
viscous, steady flow in a driven cavity was prepared by Langley Research 
Center (48). The Reynolds number of the test case was 100. The results 
indicate that the vorticity - stream function methods have better accuracy 
and more rapid convergency. The primitive variable methods including 
SMAC, Spalding, Crocco, and Chorin methods have accuracy very sensitive 
to the convergency tolerance in the pressure iteration. If the tolerance 
is refined, computational time will excalate. The reason is the inade­
quate pressure iteration scheme. Therefore, the pressure are not in good 
agreement with those yielded from other methods. But accurate velocities 
can be obtained, because of the high accuracy in predicting the pressure 
gradients. Since the techniques were not optimized, the comparison was 
not definitive.
Recently, Cebeci et al (49) used problems of driven cavity and 
entrance flow in a channel to compare Spalding method, vorticity - stream 
function method (by ADI - SOR solution procedure) and stream function 
method (by biharmonic formulation). The test cases covered a Reynolds 
number in the range of 50 to 3200. The conclusion is that the biharmonic 
method is superior to the other two techniques. However, the main draw­
backs are the large storage requirement and longer computer time for the 
matrix computation.
For the free surface flows, Yeung (50) surveyed the methodologies 
of stream function. Three major methods were reviewed: finite differences, 
finite elements, and boundary - intergral equations. The finite difference
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is used inevitably in transient problems. The finite element has more 
flexibility to deal with arbitrary boundary geometry with little loss of 
accuracy. This is the newest method of the above mentioned three. More 
storage is required and some difficulities as mentioned on page 16 have to 
be resolved. The integral - equation formulation is able to reduce the 
space dimension by one and requires less storage. However, there is no 
accurate and efficient means to integrate the Green function.
The most important criteria of numerical modeling are stability, 
accuracy, and convergence. The next is size of data-storage. Emmons (51) 
and Orszag and Israeli (52) discussed those criteria for numerical simula­
tion and served as the excellent starting point in selection of method.
APPENDIX VIII 
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